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had added to the disquiet of Europe, already aggravated by the
conference's apparent lack of success.
WESTERPLATTE AFFAIR
Hitler's triumph in Germany naturally continued to do nothing
to mitigate the extreme nationalism of Danzig, but gave it a further
impetus, as was manifest in the proceedings which brought into
prominence once more the tiny peninsula of the Westerplatte
in February. On the fifteenth of that month the Danzig Govern-
ment withdrew the detachment of special police called the Hafen-
polizdi whose business was to maintain order in the port of
Danzig, and replaced it by the Schutzpolizeiy its own police,
notwithstanding the protests of Papee, Polish Commissary-
General. The Hafenpolizei, which had been established in 1921,
was subordinate to the direction of the Harbour Board, a mixed
body consisting of six Danzigers and sk Poles, with a Swiss as
neutral chairman, but Poland had no say whatever concerning
the Schutzpottzei, which was subject absolutely to the authority
of the Free City Government. By decisions of the Council of
the League in 1921 and 1924 Poland had been assigned the Wester-
platte as a military depot, but at first rather for munitions in transit
than as a place for their accumulation. It was not fortified, but
it contained a dock and some warehouses, in which munitions
were stored; there was a guard of about ninety Polish soldiers,
in reality an unimportant force, but it and its possession of
Westerplatte were thorns in the flesh of the Danzigers. The action
of the Free City Government respecting the police was instandy
taken up by the Polish Press, as a fresh challenge behind which
was Germany.
Towards the end of February and in the beginning of March
the Polish Government received information that a plot was on
foot in Danzig for the seizure of Westerplatte, and that Hitler
was going to support it. Strong colour was added to this report
when it became known that the German Chancellor had flown
from Berlin to Konigsberg, passing across Pomorze on his way,
on March 4, on the eve of the Reichstag Elections. He was
entitled to take this route, because German aeroplanes were

